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SUMMARY 
 

• Big Grassy River Nation is an Ojibway community of approximately 277 residents in 
Northwestern Ontario and is currently experiencing its first short-term boil water 
advisory. 
 

• As of 2012/2013, Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada classified Big 
Grassy’s water system as operating at low-risk. 

 
• On March 1, 2018, Big Grassy’s boil water advisory status will change from short-term 

to long-term. 
 

• Between 2010 and 2013, Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada 
invested $536,118 towards operations and maintenance costs for Big Grassy’s 
existing water system.  

 
• As of 2011, all Big Grassy residents had access to water system services while their 

water system possessed sufficient capacity to service all users. 
 

  
BACKGROUND 
 
Big Grassy River Nation is a is an Ojibway community of approximately 277 residents in 
Northwestern Ontario. A boil water advisory (BWA) was issued by the community on March 1, 
2017 and remains in effect today—Big Grassy is therefore under a short-term BWA. In 
2011/2012, and in accordance with the INAC Risk Level Evaluation Guidelines, the National 
Assessment of First Nations Water and Wastewater Systems determined that Big Grassy’s 
water system was operating at a medium-risk level rating. In 2012/2013, however, Aboriginal 
Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) reclassified Big Grassy as low-risk.  
 
CONSIDERATIONS  
 
In order to showcase the unique water system challenges that Big Grassy faces, it is useful to 
use a regional approach. That is, comparing Big Grassy to other First Nations communities in 
Ontario reveals a set of key considerations for providing safe and clean drinking water for the 
community.  
 
These key considerations relate to issues of shor-term vs. long-term drinking water advisories, 
capital investments, risk level and access to and capacity of Big Grassy’s water system.  
 
Short-Term vs. Long-Term Drinking Water Advisories—How can we be sure that Big Grassy 
receives adequate attention vis-à-vis other First Nations reserves with long-standing drinking 
water advisories? 
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On January 23, 2018, Minister Jane Philpott ensured that the Government of Canada would 
work to ensure 91 long-term drinking water advisories are lifted by March 2021. Big Grassy, 
however, is currently under a short-term BWA—although there may be reason to believe that 
this classification will change to long-term on March 1, 2018. The important thing to realize here 
is that several First Nation communities have been under BWAs for much longer periods than 
Big Grassy. For instance, prior to February 12, 2018, Slate Falls Nation had been under a long-
term drinking water advisory since 2004. It may be the case that Indigenous Services Canada is 
committing a significant portion of its $1.8 billion water and infrastructure budget towards 
addressing the needs of communities that have been consistently plagued by long-term drinking 
water advisories. 
 
Capital and Operations and Maintenance Investments—How much capital and operations 
and maintenance funding has Big Grassy received in recent years?   
 
In 2012-2013, First Nations in Canada received $159.4 million in new capital investments from 
AANDC for water and wastewater projects. In the same year, AANDC also provided $132.2 
million in ongoing operations and maintenance (O&M) investments. Big Grassy received none 
of this new capital investment funding—they did, however, secure $132,052 for O&M costs. 
Thus, during this time, AANDC did not invest in new water system infrastructure on Big Grassy 
reserve despite the fact that Big Grassy’s water system dates back to 1997.  
 
Risk Level— What factors contribute to Big Grassy’s water system risk level? Particularly, 
which factors matter the most when calculating their final risk score?  
 
It appears that Big Grassy’s water source and water system operation and reporting practices 
are inflating their overall risk level. The fact that Big Grassy draws their water from a surface 
water source is associated with a higher component risk score than systems that rely on 
groundwater. Additionally, Big Grassy’s risk associated with water system operation and 
reporting was above the national average in 2011/2012. This means that water system 
operators in Big Grassy may not have been regularly maintaining records, using approved 
operation & maintenance manuals or scheduling and performing regular maintenance activities.  
 
Access to and Capacity of Big Grassy’s Water System—What proportion of residents can 
access water system services in Big Grassy? Does Big Grassy’s water system possess the 
capacity to meet the needs of its users?  
 
As of 2011, the entire community had access to its water system and Big Grassy was not under 
a BWA. In the same year, it was recorded that Big Grassy’s existing water system possessed 
the capacity to meet the current needs of its users. However, their water system was quite close 
to being classified as overcapacity— this means that the existing system was nearly unable to 
meet the current needs of its users. Due to the fact that Big Grassy is now under a short-term 
BWA, it may be the case that their water system no longer possesses the capacity to provide 
safe and clean drinking water for the community— this may be a recent phenomenon. 
 
NEXT STEPS  
 

1. Are further capital investments in Big Grassy’s water system necessary in order to 
eliminate their current boil water advisory? 

2. Produce an up-to-date risk level profile for the community 
3. Is Big Grassy community a priority community for Indigenous Services Canada at this 

moment?  



ANNEX INFORMATION- BIG GRASSY 

Big Grassy (Ojibway)  Morson, Ontario is 125 kilometers away from Fort Frances 
and is located on the Lake of the Woods  

277 (On Reserve) Not Available  45.5% 

Zone 2- Located between 50 and 
250km from the nearest service 
centre which it has year-round road 
access 

Closest major township is Fort Frances—Fort Frances is 
roughly halfway between Thunder Bay and Kenora.  

1 As of March 1, 2017 Big Grassy Water Treatment System 

Surface Water  Water source and operation and reporting practices 

2012/2013	 Low-risk  
Source Risk: 8.0 (2011) 
 
 
Design Risk: 2.0 (2011) 
 
 
Operations Risk: 8.0 (2011) 
 
 
Report Risk: 8.0 (2011) 
 
  

$2,180,500 $26,000 

$3,380,000 $34,100 

 
 
General Information  
First Nations Band:         Location (Morson, SW Ontario): 

 

 

Population:                                         Average Income:                        Employment Level: 

 

 

Remoteness: Remoteness—continued:  

 

 
 
 
Big Grassy Water Information   

Boil Water Advisories           Start date of                    Population served by   

(BWAs) to date:                    current BWA:                  water system:  

 

 

Water Source:               Main Cause of BWA: 

 

 

 

 

 
Most recent risk assessment:         Overall Risk Level:  Individual Risk Levels:  
 
 
 
 
Total upgrade cost estimate:          Per lot upgrade estimate:        
 
 
 
 
Total servicing cost estimate:         Per lot servicing estimate:  
   
 
 
 
 



$460,000 $4,600 

• On March 1, 2018, Big Grassy’s BWA status will change 
from short-term to long-term 

• Big Grassy River First Nation is part of the Grand Council 
Treaty #3 Tribal Organization. 

	
• 	

Between 2010 and 2013, 
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern 
Development Canada invested 
$536,118 towards operations 
and maintenance costs for Big 
Grassy’s existing water 
system.  
	

 
 
 
Total operation and  Per lot operation and  Key Operation and  
maintenance estimate:   maintenance estimate:  Maintenance Needs  
 
 
 
 
 
Other comments: 
  
 
 
 


